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Abstract - The large Nb3Sn superconducting test coil
produced by Westinghouse Electric Corporation for the
international Large Coil Task (LCT) utilizes a conductor
composed of cabled multifilamentary strands immersed in
flowing supercritical helium contained by ^ square
structural sheath made of the high-strength stainless
alloy JBK-75. Peak pressures of a few hundred atmo-
spheres are predicted to occur during quench, and
measurement of these pressures seems feasible only
through penetrations of the sheath wall. Fully pro-
cessed short lengths of conductor were taken from
production ends, fitted with pressure taps and strain
gauges, and pressurized with heliur gas. Failure, at
1000 atm at liquid nitrogen temperature, was by a
catastrophic splitting of the sheath at a corner.
Strain measurements and burst pressure agreed with
elastic-plastic finite element stress calculations made
for the sheath alone. Neither the production sear, weld
nor the pressure tap penetrations or their fillet welds
contributed to the failure, although the finite element
calculations show that these areas were also highly
stressed, and examination of the failed sample showed
that the fillet welds vtre of poor quality. Failure was
by tensile overload, with no evidence of fatigue.

INTRODUCTION

Six industrial teams have each produced an 8-T,
2H x 34-TH bore superconducting coil for testing in a
compact toroidal array at the Department of Energy's
International Fusion Superconducting Magnet Test Facili-
ty at Oak Ridge [l]. The coil designs were independent-
ly different, and the intent of the upcoming tests is
both terniine
their suitability for use in coils for future fusion
machines. One of the coils [2], fabricated by Westing-
house Electric Corporation, uses a forced-flow conductor
(3] produced by Aircc Superconductors. The conductor
(Fig. 1) is composed of cables Nb; Sr. multifiiamer.tary
strands cooled by supercritical heliurc contained by a
square sheath of the stainless alloy JBX-75, a more
easily weldeo variant of the hich-strength, dispersion-
hardened stainless steel called A-286. Westinghouse(s
desigr. calculation showed that stresses ir. the sheath
would reach or exceed yield stress durinc a ducir froir.
one of tht "extended conditions" {'xA0\ current) describ-
ed in the coil specifications. The largest portior. of
the stress is due to compress!ve loads or* the ilats of
the sheath, resulting frorr. the magnetic forces. How-
ever, a substantial contribution is made by the internal
gas pressure (about 300 tc 40C atir.; occurring during a
quench of the superconductor. This paper describes
pressure tests that characterize both the sheath itself
and pressure tars that could be uses tc measure cressure
ir. an operative coil. It else conr.ares measured strains
with those of finite eier.er.t elastic-plastic stress
calculations and describes the fracture analysis of the
sheath failure.

PRESSURE TESTS

Three sheath sar.ples were cut from an actual
production conductor, fitted with three or four pressure
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Fig. 1 - The Airco-Westinghousfi LCF conductor.

taps, and pressure tested as shown in TaL-le 1. Ir.
sample 3A, capillary- tube stubs were welded directly tc
the sheath wall, using 308 stainless filler roc.
Because of concern that local annealing r 1 the age-
hardened JBK-75 would acre than offset the structural
reinforcement of the additional snetal in the fillet
weld, the capillary tubes were joined to the other twe
samples by brazing. Easy-Flo 45 (with Handy £ Harraor.
v̂ -.ite flux), which flows at temperatures determined to
bt harmless to the aged properties of the JBK-75, has
beei selected for use on the Westinghouse coil and was
used for all brazing or. the samples. For the two brazed
samp'iei, 1A and 2A, square reinforcing buttons with
feathered edges were brazed to the end of the capillary
stub as it was brazed to the sheath; for sample 2?-. the
stub was first tack-welded as an assembly aid. Ir.
samples 1A and 2A the taf was completed by drillir.;
through the sheath wall, usinc the capillary stui: a. J
conhmatior; drill guide and stoj: to prevent drillinc
intc the superconducting cable. In sample 3A the hole
was drilled first, ar.c was the fixture that held the stuz
during welding. The test samples were fabricates by
ma.ir.tenance craft wcrkers without special training ci
instructions, other than to "avoid overheating."

The test schematic is showr. m Fie. 2. The sar=ies
were testec separately urtil zesz sequence 5 of Table *,
wher, they were or. e csrmor. header for faster cyclic
testing. Although it. was believed that the brazed tars,
could be substantially improved fcr product!or. use, tr,£v
appeared to have nc advantage over the welded tatrs ar.3
sc were not investssated further. After sequence 5 it
was noticed by a colleague 1-4] that heliuir at 4.2 K
solidifies at pressures below our test pressure 15;, sc
sequence € was rur. ir. liquid nitrogen [Hi) . In service,
the maximum sheath stresses occur between 4 K and 8; }'.,
during the temperature excursion associated vith quer.ch,
before the ceil current has decayed appreciably.

Although leakage from the braze joir.ts was detected
with the heliuir leak detector (Fig. 2} r sarnie 3A failed
suddenly and catastrorhically, without prior warr.ir.?. fcy
splitting at a corner. Figure 3 shows the superconduct-
inc cable pulled thrcugh the split by the outflovinc
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Table 1. Results fron Tests of Sheath with Pressure Taps

Test Sequence Xh. Brazed tube and button
(3 taps?

2A. Tagk-weldecC tube,
bra2ea tube and button

14 taps)

3A. Welded tube stub
without button

(3 taps;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Rooir. temperature
plus
LN_ temperature

LHe temperature
plus
Roor or LN
temperature
plus
LHe temperature
plus
LN temperature

OK to 800 psi

OK to 8,000 psi

OK to 26,400 ps i d

One tube-to-but tor. braze
cracked at 13,70C psi at

OK to BOO psi

OK to 8,000 psi

OK tc 24,000 p s i d

One but ton-to-sheath
braze cracked a*. lC.OOO-
12,000 psi at RT

OK t c 800 ps i

OK to B.OGG ps i

OK tc 26,750 p s : d

One tube-caf braze leaked
fit 1C,OOC-12,OO: pEi at RT

Samples simultaneously cycled 45 times to 15,000 psi, plus 20 tines to 20,000 psi ,
plus 5 tines to 24,000 psi

— — 6 cycles to 3,200 ps;
+6 cycles to fc,000 ps;
+4 cycles tc 5,00: psi
•+4 cycles tc 12,0Z'Z psu
*x cj'cle- to IS,00- psi.
Ruptured violently at
^lt,OZ>'. psi or. last
cycle.

i / 6 - in . OD > 0.034-in. wall , 304L stainless s t ee l .
AIJ brazed points made with Easy-flc 45 witr. Handy 6. Harmon white fiux. Erazir.c dor.e with harid-heic tore.1-.
supposedly at a temperature that would net degrade the age-hardened JEf'-~5 sheath mater ia l .
All weldinc was Heliarc. Emer\- cloth or water-carried sand used for all sheath cleaning.
Pressure read at warr. end of supply tube. Sarcle pressure i s assumed to be t.h& 4.2 K frees in? pressure cf r .eliur,
=t20BC p s i .
This joint would not be present m a magnet.
Low point cf these 6 cycles, 0 ps i . Low point of subsequent cycles, 200-3OC p s i .

FJC . 3 - Sample 3A af ter rupture, shovir.= expell
ca t l e , secondary- cracKs, pressure t a r s .
welds, and s t r a i n cajoes.

Fie. 1 - Scheiretic of the interr.al pressure test
apparatus.

hell-jr., as well as secondary crac>:s or the near edae, a-
iri-£ri pressure za£, twe f illei welds, ar.d four strair.

STKESS

The strain gauges used ir. the experiment were
Kicre-Measurements WK-15-125TK-35C which are useful tc
temperatures as low as 4 K anc have a rated strain lint
of *1.0% at T7 K, though this liir.it proves difficult tc
achieve in the sheath test. The causes that sav maximar
iJtrair.E, gauces 2 and 3, were mounted longitudinally at
the middle of a flat side (": dsidt") of sarnie 3A, one
just above and one ;just below the saayit center. These
equivalent positions were used to coinpare alternate
gauge mounting methods. Gauge 3 was installed following
Micro-Measurements standard procedure. Gauge 2 was
installed by the same technician using the procedure

followed for all gauges on the IFSKTF test stsne. Tnt
alternate procedure is identical with the standard <r.e
except the fins! surface ahrasiov was done lightly viz*
new BO-grit emery paper instead of 3?0-iPC-gTit paper.
lr the pressure test, paupe 2 disbcrdec at a streir
slightly greater thar 1.0*. whereas gauge ? disbendec; a;
about 0.7*, confirming our opir.:or. thp.T The alternate
installariar is superior for large strain? end crvogeric
ser^'ice.

Sample 3A vithour the taps was iiiElvjec1 using the
finite elener.t code KSC/KASTRAJ-* fvfcO. Vt selected sr.
elap tic-plastic material descriptioT: (splutier ^f1,
ecploving a piecevise-Hnear stresp-strair. curve, vcr
Miser yitld, and kinematic hardening. A ©r.e-eigfct-
syrnnietric porticr. of the sheath wa« icrdejet? using "
eight-nodec chree-dircensiona] eleaenrs witr four ele-
(cents placed ir. the thrcugh-the-wall direct ion. The
eacple was long enough that it was necessary tc code*
only s thin transverse slice of the sheath at the cer.te?
portion where generalized plane-strazy. conditicr.?



prevailed. This kinematic constraint was achieved using
the MPC multipoint constraint) feature of NASTRAN. The
resulting model captured the "endcap" condition as it
contributed to the longitudinal loading cf the specimen.
A small-displacement kinematic nodel was employed,
though a large-displacement nodel would have contributed
accuracy to the solution for the very high pressures,
but at the expense of increased computational time.

A sample of JBX-75 was rolled to a thickness of 1.5
to 1.75 BIT. (60 to 70 mils), homogenized at 980_C for
1 h, welded autogenously, cold-rolled 15*, and heat
treated 96 h at 7D0__C. A characterization coupon was
cut fror the base metal and pulled at 4 K with ur.iaxiaJ.
stress parallel to the rolling direction. The dashed
curve of Fig, 4 is the measured stress-strain curve. It:
indicates a 0.2%-offset yield strength of 1413 KPn
(205 ksi) anc* an ultimate strength of 1876 MPa
(272 ksi), which agrees with earlier data from coupon:;
prepared in the same way but aged only 30 h» indicating
that both samples were fully hardened. Note that 15'f
cold work corresponds to fabrication of the flat sides
of the sheath, not the corners, and that Fig. 4 is for
4.2 K while the final pressure tests were at 77 K. The
solid curve of Fig. 4 is the piecewise-linear material
model (composed of eight segments) employed in the
analysis. The model was taken tc depart frorr. the
elastic slope at a stress of 1034 MPa (150 ksi). Note
that the material response and the model are nearly
identical. The model, however, was not taker, to tail
off beyond the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) but. tc
continue to strain harder: indefinitely.
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Fig. 4 - Stress-strain curve of aged JEK-75 at 4,2 K.
Dashed curve: measured values. Solid curve:
used for analysis.

The response of sample 3A was analyzed incremer.-
tally tc a final pressure of 110 Mfa (It ksi), the poir.t
at which the sairjle suffered a catastrophic failure.
Comparisons among measured and predicted defortr.at.ior,
responses are possible only to a pressure of S3 MFa
112 ksi) where strain gauge readings were last taker..
Gages were oriented to measure both longitudinal ar.z
transverse strain on the outside specimen surface. The-
largest strains were measured at roadside positions by a
pair of transverse gauges mounted just above and below
the specimen center. Figure 5 compares these twe
measured responses to prediction. The analysis indi-
cates more plastic action than measured, but comparison
is generally good. It should be noted that the measure-
ments in Fag. 5 were taker, during the final sequence i
loading. Though not shown, the smaller longitudinal
strains were well predicted, and these measurements
confirmed the assumption of generalized plane-strain,
because all longitudinal gauges indicated essentially
the same response. Also, concerning the prediction in
Fig. 5, the curve goes or. to 2.9% at 96.5 MPa (14 ksi),
5.4\ at 103 MFa [IS ksi), and 9.9% at 110 MPa (16 ksi).

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10
TRANSVERSE STRAIN AT M1DSIDE (%)

Fig. b - Sasrle internal pressure vs circur.ferer.tiai
strain.

The calculated de.fcnaat.ior: pattern is one cf
outward bulging with maximum deflection at: mdside. IT.
cor.trast, very little radial deflection is predicted at
the comers. The resulting stress condition is one cf
high tensile, transverse stress at both the outside
midside and at the inside ccrner surfaces ar.d hich
compress ive transverse stress at the outside comer
surface. The maxmuir def lezticn is predicted tc be
2.1 me. tO.OE ir..] at full pressure. The maxiirur plastir
action occurs at the corner where (for the maximum
pressure) effective stres: is predicted tc exceed VT£
and effective strain is predicted tc exceed the uniaxial
ductility. Figure 6 gives for various pressures the
predicted von Kises effective stress for the inside
corner and the outside midside. As shown by the line
representing UTS, the current failure criterion indi-
cates failure at the inside corner at a pressure of
about 103 KPa (15 ksi).
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Fig. t - Comer and midsiae stress vs interr.a^ st.ress.
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A frartograph (Fig. 7) of the priiaary failure
surface shows twr distir.rt regions. 0ns, near the
sheath inside diameter, shows evidence of striaticns,
giving the fracture a "woody" appeaiar.re. Tht
striations are not fatigue beach marks, ar.d no flat
regions typical of fatigue crack propagation are evident
anywhere along the failure surface. Figure E shows this
region to be dutile-diinple. Near the tube outside
diameter is a second distinct region separated fror the
first by a lip. As in the first region, the failure
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Fig. 7 - Fractograph of failed surface of sample 3A,
Hagnification: 14 diameters•

shoving two distinct regions sep*raced by « lip.

Fig. G - Failed surface, region near sheath inner
diameter, showing ductile failure.
Magnification: 69 diameters.

surface in this region is also ductile-dicple, fiut with
somewhat- shallower dimples (Fig. 9) . These two regions
represent twc modes of failure, probably a r ange froir, a
bendinc tc K tensile stress as the sheath distorted and
the comers spread.

Ductile rupture of the tube wall sppesrs to have
started at the inside diameter, based vpor. the presence
of large secondary cracks or. the inside of the tube
wall- These cracks were seer, on three of the comers of
the tube; or.ly the corner diasonally opposed to the
failure was unscathed. The failure was observed tc
follow the corner until it neared the sar.ple ends, whose
reinforcements caused crac): deflectior. froir. the corner
into the flat section of the wall. One deflected crack
followed a fillet weld of a capillary tube. The crack
was found to lie in the heat-afferted zone (HAS) of th_j

weld. Sectioning of the fillet weld showed that the HAZ
near the fusion boundary contained much porosity, which

Fig. 9 - Sheath fracture surface, region near the out-
side diameter. Magnification: 677 diajaeters.

is located at the grain boundaries. The fillet wold
also has a marked lack of penetration, with wall
thickness considerably reduced, and a sharp notch that
can act as a stress raiser. Even so, failure at the
welds did not occur.

CONCLUSIONS

Small capillary tubes for pressure measurements
were successfully attached to the flat sides of the
forced-flow conductor sheath by welding and by brazing.
Neither method weakened the sheath enough tc cause
failure at the penetration during subsequent pressure
tests, although welding without subsequent heat treat-
ment greatly reduces the strength of the aged JEK-^S.
Also, the tap veld was of pocr quality. Even so, at 77 Y.
the welded tar withstood the sheath burst pressure,
about 11C M?a (If *si). The Airco butt weld rur.r.ine the
full le.-.ctfc of the sheath was made before age harder.ir.=
of the JEK-75, ar.s was net involved m the failure. The
measures strails an^ burst pressure agreed with three™
dimer.sior.al elastic-plastic finite elener.t calculations
usinc stress-strain data free; tensile coupons pulled at
4 K, givinc inert confidence ir, other nacnet calculations
now under way.
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